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The two and three-color photographic and photoelectric photometry o[ Johnson and MitcheIl
(1958) in the Pleiades cluster, shows a broadening o[ the main sequence [or stars fainter than V=12

which corresponds to B-V = +0.85 in their color-magnitude diagram. According to them this is
about the point in which stars that are still in the process o[ gravitational contraction should be
expected. But it is at this point, also, that the photographic observations begin to predomina te
over the photoelectric ones in the color-magnitude diagram of the cluster. As the probable error
o[ their photographic observations is about eight times that of their photoelectric ones, it was
thought to be of interest to reobserve some of the stars at the faint eml of the color-magnitude dia-
gram of the Pleiades.

Three color photoelectric photometry in the UHV System o[ Johnson amI Morgan (1953) was
done [or 30 stars in the Pleiades Cluster (HII 2411 included in Table I is a member of the Hyades)
using the 40" reflecting telescope of the Tonantzintla Observatory, during the years 1964-66.
The photomultiplier employed was a refrigerated RCA IP2I. The ampli[ier was of the Gardiner
and Johnson (1955) type. W'ith a few exceptions, each of the stars was observed at least tluee times.
It should be mentioned that the program stars were always observed near the meridian and that
40% o[ the observing time was spent on standard stars, to minimize the effects of the relatively poor
sky conditions in Tonantzintla. Stars HIl 1234 and HII 1084 were used as secondary standards in

the cluster.

The observations are listed in Table 1: Column I gives the Hertzsprung (1947) number of
the star; columns 2, 3 ami 4, the V magnitudes and the H-V and U-B colors respectively; column 5,
spectral types by Herbig (1962); column 6, the number of observations.

There are 14 stars observed photoelectricaIly by Johnson and MitcheIl (1958) in common with
the ones presented here. The agreement of the photoelectric data is good, as shown by the filled
circles in Fig. l. The open circles represent the differences between their photographic observations
and the photoelectric data listed here. One star, HIl 191, was not plotted because of the large dis-
crepancy. The differences, Iriarte minus Johnson, are shown in Fig. I as a function of B-V.

The probable error o[ a single obseroation [or the stars in Table lis: V, + 0.04; B-V, +
0.04; U-B, :I: 0.08. The observations of the [aint Pleiades stars are considerably more discordant
than the observa tional errors would explain, suggesting that these stars are alI slightly variable.

The color-magnitude diagram ploued in Fig. 2 includes aIl the photoelectric observations of John-
son amI Mitchel (1958) for the stars considered by them as "cluster members" and "probable members";
the weighed mean of the photoelectric observations [or the stars we have in common, plus photoelec-
tric observations [or stars for which they have photographic values in the aforesaid categories. No
corrections were made for interstelIar reddening or absorption.

As can be noticed in Fig. 2, the maiu sequence between B-V=+0.6 and B-V =+0.8 is very
narrow, without taking into account the double stars, but from them on a broadening of the main
sequence is apparent even if some o[ it could be due to the larger observational errors at [aint mag-
nitudes.

Two stars are of special interest: HII 335 classified as "non member" amI HII 793 as "prob-
abre non member" by Johnson ami l\IitchelI. Both stars lay below the main sequence in their dia-
gramo HII 793 was considered to be a member of the cluster by Haro (1966), based upon its proper
motion (Hertzsprung 1947) ami his discovery that it is a flare star. The new photometry confirms
cluster membership. HII 335 is a member on the basis o[ its proper motion and the new photometry.
Hoth stars were observed photographicalIy by Johnson and MitchelI.

Five other stars, Nos. 81, 83, 105, 257, 2199, lay below the main sequence in the Johnson-
MitcheIl diagram; they are plotted as open circles in Fig. 2. These stars were considered to be memo
bers of the cluster by Hertzsprung, but the photometry o[ Johnson amI Mitchell, according to the
criteria adopted by them, and that done by the author, do not corrobora te membership. It should
also be mentioned that, because o[ the smalI proper motion of the cluster, a number of incorrect as-
signments to cluster membership may be expected; this problem can be ameliorated when radia!-
velocities become available.

In Fig. 3, the Zero age main sequence (ZAl\IS; Johnson and Iriarte 1958) was plotted on
the faint end of the Pleiades color-magnitude diagram adjusted to a true distance modulus of m-M=
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1F!).-l' variable.
1!lI.-Flare star. (;. Haro and E. Chavira, "Vistas inAstronomy" (Ed. A. Heer). Vol. R, R!I. 1!/(i5.
:\:\:;.-1' variable.
357.-l! variable. Flare Slar. G. Haro and L Chavira "Vistas in Astronomy" (Ed. A. Iker), Vol. R, 8!1, 1!l6">.

7!1:\.-Flare Star. G. Haro. ":-'¡ebnla and Interstellar Mal ter". Vol. VII of Slars and Slellar Systems. Ed. L. H. Aller,
1\. M. Middlehnrst. In I'ress.

7!1!1.-l'ossible Flare during one 01 (he ohservations.
IO!;I.-]o'lare Star. G. Han>, "Nebnla and Interstellar Malter". Vol. VI.I of Slars and Stcllar Systcms. Eds. L. H.

Aller, H. M. Middlehnrst. In I'ress.
1306.-Flare star. H. L. Johnson an:! R. I. ~1;lche:1. Ap. .J., 12R, :\1.
1531.-Flare star. G. Han> ami E. Chavira. "Vistas in Aslronomy" (Ed. A. Heer). Vol. 8. 8!1, 1!l6:;.
16,;3.-Flare slar. G. Haro ami E Chavira, "Vistas in Astronomy" (Ed. A. Heer). Vol. R, R!), 1965.

241 I.-Hyades Cluster memher. F!are star. G. Haro and E. Chavira, "Vistas in Astronomy". (Ed. A. Hecr). Vol. R,
R!I, 1!/(i5.

2601.-Flare star. G. Haro, ":\'ebula and Interstellar ~]atter". Vol. VII of Stars amI Stellar Syslems, Eds. L. H.
Aller, H. M. Middlehurst. In I'ress.

3030.-Flare star. G. Haro and E. Chavira. "Vistas in Astronomy". (Ed. A. Heer). Vol. R. R!I. 1!)(j5.
:\063.-lJ variable.

..

+5.4. As the ZAMS was not tabulated fainter than i\),.= +8.1, the mean Hyades main scquencc was
attached to ZAMS to obtain a standard sequence for redder stars. Thc stars plotted have been corrected
for rcdd'ening- and absorption. A mea n reddening-. E(I!_q= +0.04, ami a value of R = A,JE(I\ \')=
4.0 (Memloza, 19(5) was adopted.

From Fig. 3 it appears possib]e to establish that the P]eiades main sequence differs from the
Hyades main sequence. There is no sign of systematic turnoff to the upper right; instead, one finds
stars both above amI below the ZAMS. Circled dots desig-nate the flare stars Jound by Johnson ami

Mitchell (1958), Haro ami Chavira (1965) amI Haro (]966). These stars are all fainter than V= 13
(which corresponds to M,. = 7.5) and have the same distribution in the diagram as do the other stars.
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Table 1

HIl V B-V U-B

81 13.56 +0.88 +0.39
83 14.89 +0.99 +0.71

105 13.78 +0.95 +0.43
133 1'1.32 +1.38 +1.11
134 14.39 +1.55
146 14.60 +1.41
186 ] 0.49 +0.79 +0.29
189' 14.00 +].36 +1.18
191* 14.39 + 1.46 +1.]2
257 12.60 +0.80 +0.33
335" ]3.78 +].25 +1.08
357* ]3.52 +].28 +1.15
451 ]3.36 + 1.19 +1.04
740 ]3.45 +].08 +0.95
793* ]4.32 +].33 +1.]2
799* ]3.6] +].33 +1.20

1061* 14.]9 +1.30 +1.16
] 1]0 13.41 +1.23 +1.11
1306* ] 3.36 +1.34 +1.15
]332 12.46 +1.04 +0.79
]348 12.64 + 1.17 + 1.05
]454 ]2.87 +1.12 +0.89
]531* 13.41 +].22 + 1.05
] 653" 13.69 +].28 +1.05
2]99 14.38 + 1.08
2407 12.28 +0.98 +0.68
2411* 14.]8 +1.59 + 1.04
2601 ]5.09 +].56
2908 13.41 +1.15 +0.92
3030* 14.02 +1.:5 +1.18
3063* 13.4:1 +1.16 +0.88
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Fig. I.-Iriarte's data collljmrl'd !Villl Jalll/.\OII alUl Mitchell data as a !lIlIclÜm 01 n-v. See lext lor explanation.
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As the flare stars are expected lO be in the process of gravitational contraction (see for example
Hal'o and Chavira, 1965), they should appear, according to theory, above the ZAMS. An attempt to
explain this discrepancy between theory and observations is given in the light of the infrared work
done by Mendoza (1966) on T Tauri stars. It seemo plausible to think that perhaps the bolometnc
corrections for the stars at the faint end of the Pleiades main sequence are similar lO those o( the
T Tauri stars, and thus much larger than that wh;ch the B-V colors suggest. This hypothesis seems
justified by the fact that H. L. Johnson (1967) has observed two oE the flare stars in the Pleiades
in the infrared. The data are as follows.

Star K l-K V-K ..

HIl 1306
HII 2082

9.64
9.76 + 1.68:

+3.72
+4.22

The probable error of a K magnitude is ::i: 0.2 according to him. As Johnson has remarked, the
color index V-K is = 4.0 just as for the majority of T Tauri stars Mendoza observed, and this is
again about a magnitude redder than would be expected for a normal main sequence star of spec-
tral type K5 (Herbig gives d K5e as the spectral type of HII 1306. The UBV color for HIl 2082 ob-
tained by Johnson U-V=2.25, B-V= 1.10 indicate a spectral type around K5). It appears then-that
these stars -only two observed so far- have infrared excesses like the T Tauri stars, although smaller
in magnitude.
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S-V
}'ig. 2.-Color-magnitude diagralll 01 the Pleiades Cluster. See text lor exjJ{anation.



The author ditl not have opportunity to observe a flare 01' the size 01' the one observetl in
H 11 ]306 by .Johnson amI Mitchell, but the small variations they Iound among the faint members
of the Pleiades were fully corroboratetl.

This work was suggested by DI'. G. Haro. 1 am indebted to DI'.
me to use his data and for his friendly criticism,and to lVrr. Jorge Ruiz
at the Computin¡?; Center of the NationaI Universi ty 01' Mexico.
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Fig. 3.- Faint end o/ the color magnitude-diagram o/ the Pleiadn Cluster. '["he solid li/le represents the zem age
main sequence (1ohnson ami Iriarte 1958). The dotted line the mean Hyades main sequence.
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